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Gravitational Quantum Field Theory  
(GQFT)



QUESTION & CHALLENGE

Basic issue: can we describe 
the gravitational interactions 
within the framework of QFTs ? 

It is necessary to go beyond the Einstein’s 
postulate on the General Theory of Relativity !

Can we establish a theory of gravity not 
based on the Einstein’s postulate of  the 
general coordinate covariance under the 
coordinate transformations ?
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自旋和标度规范不变的引力量子场论
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Ø The concept of biframe spacetime

  

v Quantum field theory of gravity is constructed within the 
framework of QFT based on the concept of biframe spacetime 

v One frame is globally flat coordinate Minkowski spacetime, 
which acts as an inertial reference frame for characterizing the 
motions of basic fields. 

v Another frame is locally  flat non-coordinate gravigauge
spacetime, which functions as an intrinsic interaction frame for 
characterizing the dynamics of basic fields.

The basic gravitational field is gauge-type bicovariant 
vector field in biframe spacetimeà Gravigauge Field

gμν χμ
a Gauge-type bicovariant vector  field Metric field



Gauge Theory of Gravity in GQFT 
Basic action for gauge theory of gravity 
in locally flat 4D gravigauge spacetime

Basic action in GQFT by converting gravigauge basis 
into biframe basis via dual gravigauge fields
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Hyperunified Field Theory
(HUFT)

引力

电磁力

弱作用力强作用力







Reviewer Report��I find this 
article original and rigorously 
developed. Some novel ideas about 
unification have been proposed 
and, although their validity as 
guiding principles for the 
construction of unified theories 
remains to be investigated, they 
are interesting in their own right.�



Treat all spin-like charges of elementary particles on the 
same footing as a hyperspin charge (boost spin, helicity spin, 
chirality spin,  isospin, color spin, family spin)  

Express the degrees of freedom of all elementary particles 
into a single column vector in a spinor representation of a 
high-dimensional hyper-spacetime

Establish a coherent relation between hyperspinor
structure of elementary particles and dimension of hyper-
spacetime, which is just the other way around inspired from 
relativistic QM of Dirac equation, i.e., 4D Minkowski spacetime 
brings on 4-component entity spinor field. 

Hyperspin charge brings about globally flat Minkowski
hyper-spacetime with dimension Dh =19 when unifying all 
discovered lepton-quarks into a single hyper-spinor field

Unification of all Elementary Particles 
into a Single Hyperspinor Field 



The hyper-unified spinor field belongs to a Majorana-type 
hyperspinor field in an irreducible spinor representation 
with hyperspin symmetry SP(1,18) ≅ SO(1,18)

Bimaximal Global & Local Joint Symmetry 

Bimaximal Global & Local Joint Symmetry in HUFT

The 19D Minkowski hyper-spacetime is proposed to have a 
global Lorentz-type symmetry SO(1,18)

The key point is to distinguish the hyperspin symmetry 
SP(1,18) that operates on Hilbert space of hyper-spinor 
field with the Lorentz-type symmetry SO(1,18) that acts on 
the Minkowski spacetime of coordinates.

The essential point is to take the hyperspin symmetry 
SP(1,18) in Hilbert space of hyper-spinor field to be gauge 
symmetry for characterizing fundamental interactions 



Hyperunified Field Theory  
with Two Equivalent Formalisms

Gauge fixing SP(1,Dh -1) 
to a unitary gauge

Equivalence 
of actions 

Gravitational Gauge-Geometry Duality 
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The Foundation 
of The Hyperunified

Field Theory 



v The HUFT has taken the first step towards unifying 
all elementary particles and basic forces based on 
the known concepts and principles, such as 
Minkowski spacetime, spinor field, symmetry.

Challenges and Questions in HUFT

v To understand deeply on these concepts and 
principles applied in QFT and HUFT, we are 
motivated to think of more profound concepts and 
fundamental principles

v This comes to our purpose to study the Foundation 
of HUFT, and carry out a more systematic analysis 
and investigation along with the line of HUFT. 



(Part I  158 pages)



• what is made to be the fundamental building block of 
nature?

• What brings about the fundamental symmetry of nature? 
• Which symmetry governs the gravitational interaction?

The foundation of the hyperunified field theory I –
fundamental building block and symmetry

Yue-Liang Wu  (() , .  arXiv2104.05404)

In the part I, by proposing a simple guiding principle, we 
are able to make the following long-standing issues: 

• What is the basic structure of spacetime? 
• How many dimensions does spacetime have?
• What makes time difference from space? 
• Why is there only one temporal dimension? 
• Why do we live in a universe with only 4D spacetime? 
• Why are there leptons and quarks more than one family? 
• Why are the existed leptons and quarks the chiral fermions 

with maximum parity violation?
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Starting from motional property of functional field based 
on the action principle of path integral formulation, we 
propose a maximum coherence motion principle à

Maximum locally entangled-qubits motion principle
as a guiding principle

Fundamental Building Block of Nature and Symmetry 

A column vector functional field as fundamental building 
block is considered as a locally entangled state of qubits



Maximum coherence motion principle: 
The Hermitian action of real column vector field !(x) as basic 
matter field in path integral formulation is built to bring on a 
free and continuous motion that concerns only the first order 
derivative on ! (x) with respect to the variables X" , and 
possesses maximally correlated motion with involving solely 
the bilinear form of !(x), and meanwhile each component of 
!(x) obeys independent quadratic free motion. 

Maximum Coherence Motion Principle  

Such a maximum coherence motion principle actually 
contains three postulates: 
Ø The simplest motion postulate, 
Ø The maximum correlation motion postulate, 
Ø The quadratic free motion postulate.



Maximum locally entangled-qubits motion principle: 
A locally entangled state of qubits as a column vector 
field obeying maximum coherence motion principle with 
least Qc-spin charge leads to an entangled hyperqubit-
spinor field, which brings on the hyperunified qubit-
spinor field as fundamental building block of nature and 
inhomogeneous hyperspin symmetry as fundamental 
symmetry of nature.

Maximum Locally Entangled-Qubits Motion Principle 

Maximum locally entangled-qubits motion principle 
contains three postulates: 
Ø The local coherent-qubits motion postulate,
Ø The locally entangled-qubits motion postulate,
Ø The least Qc-spin charge postulate.



Based on n-product qubit-basis

Local coherent state of qubits – hyperqubit-spinor field 

ü The intrinsic Qc-spin charge shows a periodic 
feature as the mod 4 qubit number

ü All qubit-spinor fields and spacetime dimensions 
are classified into four categories with respective 
to four Qc-spin charges CQ =0,1,2,3. 

The action of hyperqubit-spinor field 



The categorization of hyperqubit-spinor fields and hyper-
spacetimes with periodic Qc-spin charges and the genesis of 
hyper-spacetime dimension from categoric qubit number

Local coherent state of qubits as hyperqubit-spinor field



Local coherent state of qubits as hyperqubit-spinor field

Categoric spacetime dimension

v The genesis of spacetime dimension Dh from categoric 
qubit number QN

v Classifications of qubit number and spacetime 
dimension with four categories of Qc-spin charge



Lead to natural comprehension on the basic issue:
why there exists only one temporal dimension in 
high dimensional Minkowski spacetime

Explain the presence of spinor field from automatic 
appearance of canonical anticommutation relation &
Pauli exclusion principle



The hyperspin symmetry SP(1,13) as the minimal unified symmetry 
produces subgroup symmetries in SM SO(1,3)xSUc(3)xSUL(2)xUY(1)

The intrinsic Qc-spin symmetry SP(3) as family-spin symmetry 
SUF(2) indicates the simultaneous existence of two families of 
leptons and quarks, which provides the answer to the best-known 
question ``who ordered that?" exclaimed by I.I. Rabi in 1936

Observations 
Entangled octoqubit-spinor field is the minimal entangled 
hyperqubit-spinor field to realize the SM symmetries as 
subgroup symmetries of hyperspin symmetry SP(1,13) in 14D 

Maximum associated symmetry in 14D hyper-spacetime



Each twisting entangled hyperqubit-spinor field as grand unified qubit-spinor 
field is exactly identified to be one family of leptons and quarks in SM 

Entangled octoqubit-spinor field as ultra-grand unified qubit-spinor 
field composed of two twisting entangled hyperqubit-spinor fields

Each twisting entangled hyperqubit-spinor field as a single family of leptons 
and quarks can only have a motion in 4D with the  following general action

Conclusion: all existing matter in our living universe can only move 
in four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, which brings about a 
natural explanation on the longstanding issue why our observed 
universe is only four-dimensional spacetime.



The basic symmetries in SM as subgroup symmetries of SP(1,18) 

1 -1  

The action has maximum associated symmetry in 19D hyper-spacetime

Lorentz-spin, 4-color, left-right, family-mirror subgroup symmetries 

Inhomogeneous Lorentz-type symmetry 

Inhomogeneous hyperspin symmetry 

To unify all leptons and quarks in SM into a single hyperqubit-spinor 
field, the entangled decaqubit-spinor field is found to be the minimal 
hyperunified qubit-spinor field as fundamental building block 



• what is made to be the fundamental building block of 
nature?

• What brings about the fundamental symmetry of nature? 
• Which symmetry governs the gravitational interaction?

The foundation of the hyperunified field theory I –
fundamental building block and symmetry

Yue-Liang Wu  (() , .  arXiv2104.05404)

• What is the basic structure of spacetime? 
• How many dimensions does spacetime have?
• What makes time difference from space? 
• Why is there only one temporal dimension? 
• Why do we live in a universe with only 4D spacetime? 
• Why are there leptons and quarks more than one family? 
• Why are the existed leptons and quarks the chiral fermions 

with maximum parity violation?

Summary and Conclusion: In part I with two guiding principles, 
the following long-standing issues have been explained: 
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v what is acted as the fundamental interaction of nature? 
v how does the fundamental symmetry govern basic forces? 
v what is the nature of gravity? 
v what is the basic structure of spacetime? 

The foundation of the hyperunified field theory II –
fundamental interaction and evolving universe”. 

In the part II, we are able to make the following 
fundamental issues:

vhow does early universe get inflationary expansion? 
vwhat is a dark matter candidate? 
vwhat is the nature of dark energy? 

vwhat is the nature of Higgs boson? 
vhow can we understand three families of chiral type leptons 

and quarks discovered by current experiments?



-Inhomogeneous hyperspin gauge field

-Hyperspin gauge field -We-spin gauge field

-Qc-spin gauge field

-Bicovariant vector field àWe-spin invariant-gauge field 

-Scaling gauge field

Covariant 
Derivative

Gauge and scaling invariance principle: the laws of nature should 
be independent of the choice of local field configurations and 
scaling transformations.

Gauge and Scaling Invariance Principle 

* Inhomogeneous   
hyperspin gauge 
sym. WS(1, Dh-1), 
* Scaling gauge 
symmetry SG(1), 
*Qc-spin gauge 
symmetry SP(qc) 

We-spin invariant-gauge field brings on hyper-gravigauge field  

All symmetries of fundamental fields should be gauge symmetry 
in Hilbert space with the introduction of relevant gauge field. 



Tangent basis Dual tangent basis

Dual condition 
in coordinate spacetime

Field basis Dual Field basis

Dual coordinate spacetime in globally flat Minkowski hyper-spacetime

Hyper-fiber Bundle Structure of Biframe Hyper-spacetime

Dual field spacetime in locally flat gravigauge hyper-spacetime 

Dual condition 
in field spacetime

Non-commutativity Geometry 
in locally flat gravigauge hyper-spacetime

Biframe hyper-spacetime



Scaling invariance : the action is built to keep scaling invariance 
for both global and local scaling symmetries

The Action of the Hyperunified Field Theory 
with Gauge and Scaling Invariance Principle

ü Gauge
invariance 
ü Scaling
invariance 

General action with gauge-gravity correspondence

Statement: such a joint symmetry in biframe hyper-spacetime removes 
automatically the longstanding obstacle on unified field theory arising 
from so-called Coleman-Mandula no-go theorem “the impossibility of 
combining spacetime and internal symmetries in any but a trivial way”

Global-Local 
joint symmetry 



ü Gauge
invariance 
ü Hidden
Scaling gauge
invariance 

v The massive scaling gauge field becomes naturally as Dark 
Matter candidate

v The Qc-spin scaling field serves as the sources for both 
inflation of early universe & dark energy of current universe

The Action of the Hyperunified Field Theory
with Hidden Scaling Invariance 



Hidden Gauge
Formalism

Emergent hidden 
sym. GL(1,D-1,R)  
in coordinate 
hyper-spacetime
*Einstein-Hilbert 
action in curved 
Riemann hyper-
spacetime 

Hidden coordinate
Formalism

Emergent gravitational 
interaction in locally 
flat gravigauge
hyper-spacetime
*Hyperspin gravigauge
field as auxiliary field
*Gravity effect appears 
only via emergent non-
commutative geometry

Gravity-geometry correspondence

Geometry-gauge correspondence



Gauge-geometric  Duality 

The Action of the Hyperunified Field Theory
In the Framework of Gravitational Quantum Field Theory



Yukawa-type Coupling
of Higgs-like Bosons 

Hyperspin gauge fields beyond 4D locally flat gravigauge
hyper-spacetime are associated with Higgs-like scalar fields

Presence of Higgs-like Bosons in HUFT

10 Higgs-like Bosons
From family symmetry 
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Gauge-type Gravitational Equations for Hyper-
gravigauge field & Hyper-gravimetric Gauge Field

Hyper-gravigauge field 
as gravitational gauge field

Hyper-gravimetric gauge field 
as gravitational gauge field

Gravitational EoM appears as Abelian-type Gauge Field EoM
in Analogous to Maxwell Equation on Electromagnetic Field



Extra Gravitational 
Equation 

Generalized Einstein 
Equation in Riemann 
Hyper-spacetime

Antisymmetric 
tensor

Generalized Einstein 
Tensor in Riemann 
Hyper-spacetime

Equivalent Geometric Gravitational Equation 
for Hyper-gravimetric Field in HUFT

推广的爱因
斯坦方程
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Feb. 11, 2016, LIGO announced  the 
first  direct observation of GW

Not only provides a more fundamental test on Einstein GR, 
but also leads us to study deeply on the nature of gravity !

Discovery of Gravitational Waves



Different frequency Different sources Different science

The motional change of any massive object generates GWs
The spectrum covers a broad range of frequency



LIGO

VIRGO ET �������

KAGRA LIGO-India

Ground-based Gravitational Wave Detections

CE vs ET & LIGO



World-wide GW Detections in Space

ESA-NASA joint mission (0.1mHz – 1.0Hz

Taiji Program in China (0.1mHz – 1.0Hz)

USA BBO Project
Big Bang observatory (BBO) consists 12
satellite, the inter-satellite distance is set 0.5
million kilometers. BBO tries to bridge the
frequency gap between LIGO and LISA which
lies between 0.1-1.0Hz

Japanese mission DECIGO 
DECIGO tries to move LIGO to space, uses FP
cavity. The distance between satellite is 1000
kilometers, its most sensitive frequency is
0.1-1.0Hz
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Nature’s Report on Space-based GWDs in 2016



 

-
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Ground
-based
GWDs

GWDs 
via 
PTA
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Space Gravitational Wave Detection 
in China

Yue-Liang Wu

University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (UCAS)
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics China (KITPC/ITP-CAS)

On behalf of Working  Group on Space GWD/CAS

First eLISA Consortium Meeting 
APC-Paris, France, Oct. 22-23, 2012

First eLISA Consortium Meeting, APC-Paris, France, Oct.22-23, 2012 



Taiji Program Baseline Design Parameters 
(preliminary mission proposal in 2012)



Taiji Program 

v The signals between any two of the three satellites can be 
used to detect gravitational wave

v Provide a cross check for GW signals and allows us to 
measure the polarization of GWs.

Taiji program with 6 laser beams which are sent both ways 
between each pair of spacecraft. The differences in the 
phase changes between the transmitted and received laser 
beams at each spacecraft are measured.
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Ø Taiji Program is proposed to detect 
GWs with frequency covering over 
range 0.1mHz-1.0Hz (similar to LISA)

Sciences Mission of Taiji Program

Ø How does the intermediate mass 
seed BH formed in early universe

Ø Whether DM forms into the BH 

Ø How the seed BH grows into the 
large or extreme-large BH

Ø Probe the polarization of GWs and 
understand the nature of gravity

Ø Focus on the intermediate BH 
binaries (mass:10^2~10^4 M_o) with 
more sensitivity around(0.01-1Hz) 
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The Roadmap of Taiji with 3 Stages

Science Mission and Road Map of Taiji Program

Supported via CAS Strategic 
Priority Research Program A 

Taiji-1 has successfully been 
launched since 2019.8.31 

Taiji-1 Taiji-2 Taiji-3
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Taiji-1--the First Step of China’s Efforts

Ø Approved on 30 Aug. 2018 & set to fly on 31 Aug. 2019

Ø Taiji-1, a 180 kg satellite with 600 km orbit altitude , 
was a successful and quick mission. 

Ø Two major technology units have been tested on Taiji-1

1. The optical metrology system,

2. The drag-free control system 

All of the payloads were tested !
All results fulfilled the mission requirement !



COMMUNICATIONS PHYSICS | (2021) 4:34 | 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42005-021-00529-z | 
www.nature.com/commsphys







Taiji-1 satellite before assembling & Core measurement unit

The plate of the optical bench is made of invar steel; the mirrors: fused silica; The cage of 
the sensor head: the low thermal expansion glass ceramics coated with gold. The test 
mass: titanium alloy coated with gold . The stoppers are used to prevent the test mass 
from contacting the inner surface of the cage during launch.

(T.M. int.)  
(O.B. int.)



Distribution of the Payloads in Taiji-1

The optical bench and the sensor head are integrated in order to ensure the laser 
beam to get accurate access to the test mass. The difference between the nominal 
geometric center of the test mass and the mass center of the satellite is smaller 
than 0.15mm after the balancing is achieved with a 0.1mm measurement accuracy.

Nd-YAG lasers 
(1064.5 nm)



On-orbit test results of Taiji-1 payload

Precision of optical 
bench interferometer 
(O.B. int) and test 
mass interferometer 
(T.M. int)  by using 
the first laser

The precision of 
the two primary 
interferometers by 
the second laser

v The distance measurement noise amplitude spectra density of 
O.B. interferometer : ~100 pm Hz-1/2 (10 mHz–1.0Hz).

v The best precision can reach 25 pm Hz-1/2 in a high frequency bin



On-orbit Test Results of Taiji-1 Payload

The noise of Taiji-1’s 
gravitational 
reference sensor 
(GRS) 
Equivalent noise of 
GRS corresponding 
to smaller dynamic 
ranges

The acceleration of 
the Taiji-1 satellite 
in three axes 
readout by GRS

Acceleration noise measured by the readout 
voltage fluctuation = 10-10 m s-2 Hz-1/2

Acceleration measured by the GRS  < 2x10-9 m s-2 Hz-1/2



The noise from the two 
types of thrusters 
readout by the GRS 

The calibrated noise of 
RI thruster by ion 
acceleration voltage, 
gas pressure at supply 
valve,  temperature 
around the thruster.

Gravitational wave 
readout in spectrum 
density before & after the 
drag-free control. The 
sinusoidal force (peak) 
was well suppressed by 
using drag-free control, 

The calibrated true thruster 
noise of RI thruster: 0.15 μN

The residue acceleration of 
the satellite: < 10-8 ms-2Hz-1/2

On-orbit Test Results of Taiji-1 Payload



The on-orbit performance of Taiji-1 demonstrated the 
feasibility of the payloads. 

The first on-orbit scientific run of Taiji-1 showed that 
the space-borne interferometers could work properly.

The design, the manufacturing, the assembling, and 
the adjusting of payloads were effectively verified.

The stability of the 
temperature control 
was ~ ±2.6 mK

CONCLUSIONS 



Taiji constellation
v The sensitivity curve of Taiji  

(The mass ratio is assumed to 
be 1:1 for black hole binaries)

Taiji Project

v Hu, W. R. & Wu, Y. L. The Taiji 
Program in Space for gravitational 
wave physics and the nature of gravity. 
Natl Sci. Rev. 4, 685–686 (2017).

v Luo, Z. R., Guo, Z. K., Jin, G., Wu, Y. 
L. & Hu, W. R. A brief analysis to Taiji: 
science and technology. Results Phys. 
16, 102918 (2020).

v Luo, Z. R., Jin, G.,Wu, Y. L. & Hu,W. 
R. The Taiji program: a concise 
overview. Progr. Theor. Exp. Phys. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/ptaa083 
(2020).



Inter-satellite laser interferometry for Taiji. The Taiji constellation (Left); 
Aschematic diagram of the inter-satellite laser link (Right).

Preliminary payload design for Taiji. The telescope, interferometer, test mass, 
and inertial sensor are shown on the left; the pivot axis of the breathing angle 
compensation structure and static frames are shown on the right.



Ruan, W., Liu, C., Guo, Z., Wu, Y. & Cai, R.  The LISA–Taiji network.  Nat. Astron. 4, 108 (2020).

LISA-Taiji network in space can fast and accurately localize the 
gravitational-wave sources, and achieve about four orders of 
magnitude improvement on the event localization region compared 
to an individual detector.

It is an optimistic expectation that LISA and Taiji will be 
both orbiting the sun to detect a standard siren from a 
massive binary black hole merger. With the LISA–Taiji 
network, it is highly possible that the Hubble constant 
can be determined with an uncertainty < 0.5%.
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Matter

Space Time

Matter

Matter, Space, Time 
are all independent  

Matter & spacetime
relatedàdynamics of 
Riemannian spacetime

Space & time related 
as a 4D spacetime à a 
globally flat MinkowskiSpace-Time

Einstein 
Special Relativity  

Newton theory  

Einstein
General Relativity  

Nature of Gravity Spacetime Structure 

ST        M    
(Gravifield ST)  

ST         M

Gravitational Quantum 
field theory (GQFT)
Hyperunified field theory 
in hyper-spacetime (HST)
(HUFT 超统一场论)  

Spacetime itself is 
the matter à hyper-
gravigauge spacetime 
à Biframe spacetime 
Fiber bundle E ~ VD x GD
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